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Narrative Interviewing
Sandra Jovchelovitch and Martin W. Bauer
The study of narratives has gained a new momentum in recent years. This renewed interest in an old
topic - concern with narratives and narrativity goes back to Aristotle's Poetics - is related to increasing
awareness of the role story-telling plays in shaping social phenomena. In the wake of this new
awareness, narratives have become a widespread research method in the social sciences. Discussion
about narratives, however, goes far beyond their use as a method of inquiry. Narrative as a discursive
form, narratives as history, and narratives as life stories and societal stories have been approached by
cultural and literary theorists, linguists, philosophers of history, psychologists and anthropologists.
This chapter addresses the use of narratives in social inquiry by discussing some elements of
narrative theory and introducing the narrative interview as a specific technique of data collection, in
particular in the format systematized by Schütze (1977; 1983; 1992). In what follows we introduce
conceptual issues related to narratives, and present the narrative interview as a method of data
elicitation, discussing in detail the procedure, indication for its use and potential problems associated
with this technique. We conclude with a discussion of the thorny epistemological problem of what, in
fact, narratives tell us.

Conceptual issues
There is no human experience that cannot be expressed in the form of a narrative. As Roland Barthes
pointed out:
Narrative is present in myth, legend, fable, tale, novella, epic, history, tragedy, drama, comedy, mime, painting (think of
Carpaccio's Saint Ursula), stained-glass windows, cinema, comics, news items, conversation. Moreover, under this
almost infinite diversity of forms, narrative is present in every age, in every place, in every society; it begins with the
very history of mankind and there nowhere is nor has been a people without narrative. . . Caring nothing for the division
between good and bad literature, narrative is international, trans historical, transcultural: it is simply there, like life
itself. (1993: 251-2)

Indeed, narratives are infinite in their variety, and we find them everywhere. There seems to be in all
forms of human life a need to tell; storytelling is an elementary form of human communication and,
independently of stratified language performance, it is a universal competence. By telling, people recall
what has happened, put experience into sequence, find possible explanations for it, and play with the
chain of events that shapes individual and social life. Story-telling involves intentional states that
alleviate, or at least make familiar, events and feelings that confront ordinary everyday life.
Communities, social groups and subcultures tell stories with words and meanings that are
specific to their experience and way of life. The lexicon of a social group constitutes its perspective on
the world, and it is assumed that narrations preserve particular perspectives in a more genuine form.
Story-telling is a skill relatively independent of education and language competence; while the latter is
unequally distributed in any population, the competence to tell stories is not, or at least is less so. An
event can be rendered either in general terms or in indexical terms. Indexical means that reference is
made to concrete events in place and time. Narrations are rich in indexical statements, (a) because they
refer to personal experience, and (b) because they tend to be detailed with a focus on events and
actions; The structure of a narration is similar to the structure of orientation for action: a context is
given; the events are sequential and end at a particular point; the narration includes a kind of evaluation
of the outcome. Situation, goalsetting, planning, and evaluation of outcomes are constituents of human
goal-directed actions. The narration reconstructs actions and context in the most adequate way: it
reveals place, time, motivation and the actor's symbolic system of orientations (Schütze, 1977; Bruner,
1990).

The act of telling a story is fairly simple. According to Ricoeur (1980), someone puts a number
of actions and experiences into a sequence. These are the actions of a number of characters, and these
characters act out situations that change. The changes bring to light elements of the situation and of the
characters that were previously implicit. In doing so, they call thinking, or for action, or for both. Storytelling comprises two dimensions: the chronological dimension, which refers to the narrative as a
sequence of episodes, and the non-chronological, which involves the construction of a whole from
successive events, or the configuration of a plot.
The plot is crucial to the constitution of a narrative structure. It is through the plot that individual units
(or smaller stories within the big story) in the narrative acquire meaning. Therefore a narrative is not
just a listing of events, but an attempt to link them both in time and in meaning. If we consider events in
isolation they appear to us as simple propositions that describe independent happenings. But if they are
composed into a story, the ways in which they are related allow for the meaning-production operation
of the plot. It is the plot that gives coherence and meaning to the narrative, as well as providing the
context in which we understand each of the events, actors, descriptions, goals, morals and relationships
that usually form a story.
Plots operate through specific functions that serve to compose and configure various events into
a narrative. First, it is the plot of a narrative that defines the temporal range that marks the beginning
and end of a story. We know that human life, and the vast majority of social phenomena, flow without
precise beginnings and ends. Yet in order to make sense of life's, events and understand what is going
on, it is important to demarcate beginnings and ends. Secondly, the plot provides criteria for the
selection of events to be included in the narrative, for how these events are ordered into an unfolding
sequence until the conclusion of the story, and for the clarification of the implicit meanings that events
have as contributors to the narrative as a whole. Deciding what is to be told and what is not, and what
should be told first, are operations related to the meaning that a plot gives to a narrative.
In this sense, narratives live beyond the sentences and events that form them; structurally,
narratives share the characteristics of the sentence without ever being reducible to the simple sum of its
sentences or forming events. In the same vein, meaning is not at the 'end' of the narrative; it permeates
the whole story. Thus to understand the narrative is not merely to follow the chronological sequence of
events that are unfolded by the story-teller: it is also to recognize its non-chronological dimension
expressed by the functions and meanings of the plot.

The narrative interview
The narrative interview (henceforth, NI) envisages a setting that encourages and stimulates an
interviewee (who in NI is called an 'informant') to tell a story about some significant event in their life
and social context. The technique derives its label from the Latin word narrare, to report, to tell a story.
In an unpublished manuscript, Schütze (1977) has suggested a systematization of this technique. Its
basic idea is to reconstruct social events from the perspective of informants as directly as possible. To
date, we have used narrative interviews to reconstruct informants' perspectives in two studies: first, to
reconstruct actors’ perspectives in a controversial software development project in a corporate context
(Bauer, 1991; 1996; 1997); and secondly, to investigate representations of public life in Brazil
(Jovchelovitch, 2000). Positive experiences encourage us to recommend the technique, and to make
Schütze's systematization available in the English language with some elaboration.
This particular version of narrative interviewing has not been accessible in English, although
writings about narratives abound in different versions. Most writings about 'narratives' have an analytic
focus, stressing the structural characteristics and philosophical significance of narratives (Riesman,
1993; Barthes, 1993; Bruner, 1990; Mitchell; 1980; Johnson and Mandler, 1980; Kintsch and VanDijk,
1978; Propp, 1928). The strength of Schütze's suggestion is a systematic proposal for eliciting
narratives for the purposes of social research. Schütze's manuscript of 1977 remains unpublished; it
spread widely as grey literature and became the focus of a veritable method community in Germany

during the 1980s. The original idea developed out of a research project on power structures in local
communities.
Narrative as a self-generating schema: (once upon a time)
Story-telling seems to follow universal rules that guide the process of story production. Schütze (1977)
describes as the 'inherent demands of narration' (Zugzwaenge des Erzaehlens) what others have called
'story schema', 'narrative convention' or 'story grammar' (Johnson and Mandler, 1980; Kintsch and
VanDijk, 1978; Labov, 1972). A schema structures a semi-autonomous process activated by a predetermined situation. A narration is thus elicited on the basis of particular clues, and, once the
informant has started, storytelling will sustain a flow of narration drawing on underlying tacit rules.
Story-telling follows a self-generating schema with three main characteristic as follows.
DETAILED TEXTURE
This refers to the need to give detailed information in order to
account plausibly for the transition from one event to another. The narrator tends to give as much detail
of events as is necessary to make the transition between them plausible. This is done taking the listener
into account: the story has to be plausible for an audience, otherwise it is no story. The less the listener
knows, the more detail will be given. Storytelling is close to events. It will account for time, place,
motives, points of orientation, plans, strategies and abilities.
RELEVANCE FIXATION
The story-teller reports those features of the event that are relevant
according to his or her perspective on the world. The account of events is necessarily selective. It
unfolds around thematic centres that reflect what the narrator considers relevant. These themes
represent his or her relevance structure.
CLOSING OF THE GESTALT
A core event mentioned in the narration has to be reported
completely, with a beginning, a middle and en end. The end can be the present, if the actual events are
not yet finished. This threefold structure of a closure makes the story flow, once it has started: the
beginning tends towards the middle, and the middle tends towards the end.
Beyond the question-answer schema
The narrative interview is classified as a qualitative research method (Lamnek, 1989; Hatch and
Wisniewski, 1995; Riesman, 1993; Flick, 1998). It is considered a form of unstructured, in-depth
interview with specific features. Conceptually, the idea of narrative interviewing is motivated by a
critique of the question-response schema of most interviews. In the question-response mode the
interviewer is imposing structures in a three fold-sense: (a) by selecting the theme and the topics, (b)
by ordering the questions and (c) by wording the questions in his or her language.
To elicit a less imposed and therefore more 'valid' rendering of the informant's perspective, the
influence of the interviewer should be minimal, and the setting should be arranged to achieve this
minimizing of the interviewer's influence. The rules of engagement of the NI restrict the interviewer.
The NI goes further than any other interview method in avoiding pre-structuring the interview. It is the
most notable attempt to go beyond the question-answer type of interview. It uses a specific type of
everyday communication, namely story-telling and listening, to reach this objective.
The narration schema substitutes the question-answer schema that defines most interview
situations. The underlying presupposition is that the perspective of the interviewee is best revealed in
stories where the informant is using his or her own spontaneous language in the narration of events.
However, it would be naive to claim that the narration is without structure. A narrative is formally
structured; as we pointed out above, narration follows a self-generating schema. Whoever tells a good
story complies with the basic rules of story-telling. Here the paradox of narration arises: it is the
constraints of the tacit rules that liberate the story-telling.

The technique is sensitive to two basic elements of interviewing, as pointed out by Farr (1982):
it contrasts different perspectives, and takes seriously the idea that language, as the medium of
exchange, is not neutral but constitutes a particular worldview. Appreciating difference in perspectives,
which can be either between interviewer and informant or between different informants, is central to the
technique. The interviewer is advised to carefully avoid imposing any form of language not used by the
informant during the interview.
The elicitation technique

Table 4.1 Basic phases of the narrative interview
Phases
Preparation

Rules
Exploring the field
Formulating exmanent questions
1 Initiation
Formulating initial topic for narration
Using visual aids
2 Main narration
No interruptions
Only non-verbal encouragement to continue story-telling
Wait for the coda
3 Questioning phase Only 'What happend then?'
No opinion and attitude questions
No arguing on contradictions
No why-questions
Exmanent into immanent questions
4 Concluding talk
Stop recording
Why-questions allowed
Memory protocol immediately after interview

The NI as an interview technique consists of a number of rules on: how to activate the story schema;
how to elicit narrations from the informants; and how, once the narrative has started, to keep the
narration going by mobilizing its self-generating schema. The story develops out of factual events,
anticipated interest of the audience, and formal manipulations within the setting. The rules that follow
are a mixture of Schütze's proposal and our own elaboration.
Table 4.1 summarizes the basic concept of the NI and its rules of procedure. The narrative
interview is conducted over four phases: it starts with the initiation, moves through the narration and the
questioning phase, and ends with the concluding talk phase. For each one of the phases, a number of
rules are suggested. The function of these rules is not so much to encourage blind adherence, but to
offer guidance and orientation for the interviewer in order to elicit rich narration on a topic of interest,
and to avoid the pitfalls of the question-answer schema of interviewing. Following these rules is likely
to lead to a non-threatening situation, and maintains the informant's willingness to tell a story about
significant events.
Preparing the interview
Preparing for the NI takes time. A preliminary understanding of the main event is necessary both to
make clear the gaps that the NI is to fill, and to achieve a cogent formulation of the initial central topic
designed to trigger a self-sustainable narration. Primarily, the researcher needs to make themselves
familiar with the field under study. This may involve making preliminary enquiries, reading documents
and taking note of rumours and informal accounts of any particular event. Based on these preliminary
inquiries, and on their own interests, the researcher draws up a list of ‘exmanent’ questions. Exmanent

issues reflect the interests of the researcher and their formulations and language. From this, we
distinguish ‘immanent’ issues: the themes, topics and accounts of events that appear during the
narration by the informant. Exmanent and immanent issues may overlap totally, partially or not at all.
The crucial point of the exercise is to translate exmanent questions into immanent ones by anchoring
exmanent issues in the narration and by applying nothing but the informant's own language. In the
course of the interview, the attention of the interviewer should be focused on the immanent issues, on
making notes of the language used, and on preparing for further questions at the appropriate time.
Phase 1: initiation
The context of the investigation is explained in broad terms to the informant. He or she must be asked
for permission to record the interview on tape. Recording is important to support a proper analysis later.
Then the procedure of the NI is briefly explained to the informant: uninterrupted story-telling,
questioning phase and so on. In the preparation phase for the NI, an initial topic of narration has been
identified. It should be noted that the initial topic represents the interests of the interviewer. To support
the introduction of the initial topic visual aids may be used. A time-line, schematically representing the
beginning and the end of the event in question, is a possible example. The narrator in this case would
face the task of segmenting the time between the beginning and the end of the story.
The introduction of the central topic of the NI should trigger the process of narration.
Experience shows that in order to elicit a sustainable story, several rules may be used as guidelines to
formulate the initial topic:
•
•
•
•
•

The initial topic needs to be experiential to the informant. This will ensure his or her interest,
and a narration rich in detail.
The initial topic must be of personal and of social or communal significance.
The informant's interest and investment in the topic should not be mentioned. This is to avoid
taking positions and role playing from the very beginning.
The topic shall be broad to allow the informant to develop a long story which, from an initial
state of affairs, through past events, leads to the present situation.
Avoid indexical formulations. Do not refer to dates, names or places. These should be
introduced only by the informant as part of his or her relevance structure.
Phase 2: main narration

When the narration starts, it must not be interrupted until there is a clear coda, meaning that the
interviewee pauses and signals the end of the story. During the narration, the interviewer abstains from
any comment other than non-verbal signals of attentive listening and explicit encouragement to
continue the narration. The interviewer may, however, take occasional notes for later questioning, if this
does not interfere with the narration.
Restrict yourself to active listening, non-verbal or paralinguistic support and showing interest
('Hmm, 'yes', 'I see'). While listening, develop, in your mind or on paper, the questions for the next
phase of the interview.
When the informant marks the coda at the end of the story, probe for anything else: 'is this all
you want to tell me?' or 'is there anything else you want to say?'
Phase 3: questioning phase
As the narration comes to a 'natural' end, the interviewer opens the questioning phase. This is the
moment when the attentive listening by the interviewer bears its fruits. The exmanent questions of the
interviewer are translated into immanent questions using the language of the informant to complete the
gaps in the study. The questioning phase should not start unless the interviewer has sufficiently probed
the end of the main narrative. In the questioning phase, three basic rules apply:

•

•
•

Do not ask why-questions; ask only questions concerning events like 'what happened
before/after/then?' Do not directly ask about opinions, attitudes or causes as this invites
justifications and rationalizations. Every narrative will include the latter; however, it is
important not to probe them, but to see them occurring spontaneously.
Ask only immanent questions, using only the words of the informant. Questions refer both to
events mentioned in the story and to topics of the research project. Translate exmanent
questions into immanent questions.
To avoid a climate of cross-examination, do not point to contradictions in the narrative. This is
again a precaution against probing rationalization beyond that which occurs spontaneously.

The questioning phase is meant to elicit new and additional material beyond the self-generating schema
of the story. The interviewer asks for further 'concrete texture' and 'closing of the Gestalt' by staying
within the rules.
Phases 1, 2 and 3 are recorded for verbatim transcription with the consent of the informants.
Phase 4: concluding talk
At the end of the interview, as the tape recorder is switched off, interesting discussions often develop in
the form of small-talk. Talking in a relaxed mood after the 'show' often throws light on the more formal
accounts given during the narration. This contextual information proves in many cases to be very
important for the interpretation of the data, and it can be crucial for a contextual interpretation of the
informants' accounts.
During this phase. the interviewer may use why-questions. This may be an entry point for the
analysis later, when the theories and explanations that the story-tellers hold about themselves
('eigentheories') become a focus of analysis. Furthermore, in this last phase the interviewer may also be
in a position to rate the level of (mis)trust they command in the eye of the informant, which is important
information for the interpretation of the narration in its context.
In order not to miss this important information, it is advisable to have a notebook or a prepared
form for summarizing the contents of the small-talk in a memory protocol immediately after the
interview. If one organizes a series of NIs, it is worth planning for time between the interviews for
writing up the small-talk and other impressions.

Strengths and weaknesses of the narrative interview
Researchers using the narrative interview have pointed to two main problems of the technique: (a) the
uncontrollable expectations of the informants, which raise doubts about the strong claim of nondirectivity of the NI, and (b) the often unrealistic role and rule requirements of its procedures.
Uncontrollable expectations in the interview
The interviewer aims to obtain a complete narration of events out of every interview, which expresses
one specific perspective. They therefore pose as someone who knows nothing or very little about the
story being told, and who has no particular interests related to it. Every participant, however, will make
hypotheses about what the interviewer wants to hear and what they probably already know. Informants
generally assume that the interviewer does know something about the story, and that they do not talk
about what they know because they take it for granted. It is highly problematic to stage a ‘pretend play’
of naivety, especially over a series of interviews where the informant knows that he or she is not the
first to be interviewed.
As noted above, every informant will make hypotheses about what the interviewer wants to
hear. The interviewer must thus be sensitive to the fact that the story they obtain is to some degree

strategic communication, that is, it is a purposeful account either to please the interviewer, or to make a
particular point within a complex political context that may be at stake. It may be difficult, if not
impossible, to obtain a narrative from a politician that is not a strategic communication. The informant
might try to defend himself or herself in a conflict, or might put himself or herself in a positive light
with regard to the events.
The interpretation of the NI must take into account such possible circumstances, which are
unavoidable in the very situation of the interview. The narration in an NI is a function of the whole
situation, and it has to be interpreted in the light of the situation of the study, the assumed strategy of
the narrator and the expectations that the informant attributes to the interviewer. Independently of what
the interviewer says, the informant may suspect a hidden agenda. Alternatively, the informant may trust
the interviewer, not assume a hidden agenda, and render an authentic narrative of events, but may at the
same time transform the interview into an arena to advance his or her perspective for purposes wider
than the research agenda.
The texture of the narrative will depend to a large extent on the pre-knowledge that the
informant attributes to the interviewer. To play ignorant may be an unrealistic role requirement on the
interviewer. Each interview demands that the interviewer presents themselves as ignorant, while in fact,
their actual knowledge is increasing from one interview to the next. The credibility of this pretence has
limits, and the knowledge of the interviewer cannot be hidden for long.
Under these circumstances, Witzel (1982) is sceptical about the claim that the relevance
structures of the informants are revealed by narration. Any conversation is guided by expectations of
expectations. Even in cases where the interviewer abstains from framing questions and answers, the
active informant will tell her story to please or to frustrate the interviewer, or to use the interviewer for
purposes beyond the interviewer's control. In all cases, the informant's relevance structures may remain
hidden. The narration reflects the interpretation of the interview situation. Strategic storytelling cannot
be ruled out.
Unrealistic rules
The rules of the NI are formulated to guide the interviewer. They are set up to preserve the informant's
willingness to narrate some controversial events and problems under study. The main question is
whether these rules are as helpful as they are well intended. Again, Witzel (1982) doubts that the
prescribed format of the 'initial topic' is, in fact, suitable for every informant. The interviewer presents
themselves as if they knew nothing about the topic under study. Informants might perceive this attitude
as a trick, and this perception will interfere with their cooperation.
The way the interviewer initiates the interview co-determines the quality of the narration. This
puts too much focus on the beginning of the interview. The narration is likely to be an outcome of the
way the interviewer comports him or herself. The initiation phase is difficult to standardize, and relies
totally on the social skills of the interviewer. This sensitivity of the method to the initial moment may
be a cause of anxiety and stress for the interviewer. This may pose a difficulty for applying the NI
technique in a research project with several interviewers who have different levels of skill. Another
point of criticism refers to the fact that the rules of the NI technique were developed in a specific field
study, which dealt with local politics and biographical research. The rules express suggestions for
coping with the problem of interaction in these specific studies, and might not work as intended in other
circumstances. This is an empirical problem that must be studied by applying the NI in different
circumstances. However, little methodological research beyond a description or a general critique of the
technique has been conducted.
The rules of the narrative interview define an ideal-typical procedure which may only rarely be
accomplished. They serve as a standard of aspiration. In practice, the NI often requires a compromise
between narrative and questioning. The narratives reveal the diverse perspectives of the informants on
events and on themselves, while standardized questions enable us to make direct comparisons across
various interviews on the same issue. Furthermore, an interview may go through several sequences of
narration and subsequent questioning. The iteration of narration and questioning may occasionally blur

the boundaries between the NI and the semi-structured interview. As Hermanns (1991) argues, rather
than a new form of interviewing, we have semi-structured interviewing enriched by narratives. The
question then arises of whether the multiplication of labels for procedures of interviewing serves any
purpose. Flick (1998) has taken this practical uncertainty as an opportunity to develop the 'episodic
interview' (see Flick, Chapter 5 in this volume) which may be a more realistic form of interviewing with
narrative elements than the NI in Schütze's pure sense.

Differential indication for the narrative interview
Narratives are particularly useful in the following cases:
•
•

•

Projects investigating specific events, especially 'hot' issues, such as corporate mergers, a
specific development project or local politics (Schütze, 1977).
Projects where different 'voices' are at stake. Different social groups construct different stories,
and the ways in which they differ are crucial to apprehend the full dynamics of events. Different
perspectives may highlight a different axis as well as a different sequence in the chronological
events. Furthermore, difference in perspectives may establish a different configuration in the
selection of events to be included in the whole narrative.
Projects combining life histories and socio-historical contexts. Personal stones are expressive of
larger societal and historical contexts, and the narratives produced by individuals are also
constitutive of specific socio-historical phenomena in which biographies are grounded. Narratives of war are classical in this regard, as are narratives of political exile and persecution
(Schütze, 1992).

Although story-telling is a universal competence and narratives can be used whenever there is a story to
be told, not every social situation is conducive to producing 'reliable' narration. A good and simple
indicator is the duration or the absence of the main narrative in the research project. Very short
interviews or an absence of narration may indicate failure of the method. Bauer (1996) conducted 25
narrative interviews relating to a controversial software development project. Of a total of 309 minutes
of narration, the average narration was of about 12 minutes, with a range of between 1 and 60 minutes
uninterrupted narration. This indicates that the
narrative interview was not equally adequate for all informants. Indeed, the larger the distance between
the informant and the centre of action, the thinner was the interview. Direct and immediate involvement
in the core activities of the event being narrated seems to be an enhancing factor in the production of
narratives. However, ceteris paribus, the absence of narratives can be very significant. This is the case,
for example, when some particular groups or individuals refuse to produce a narration, and by doing so
express a defined position in relation to events (Jovchelovitch, 2000).
It is also important to consider problems associated with the researcher's performance. There are
cases in which the formulation of the initial topic is inadequate, and it fails to engage the story-teller. In
such cases, a reassessment of the interviewer's performance according to the rules of the NI can help to
rule out or rule in this source of failure.
Furthermore, ther are social settings that can lead to either underproduction or overproduction of
narratives (Bude, 1985; Rosenthal, 1991; Mitscherlich and Mitscherlich, 1977). We distinguish at least
three situations that can lead to underproduction of narratives, that is, where there is no or little storytelling, irrespective of the richness of experience. First, people who have undergone trauma may not be
in a position to verbalize these experiences. As much as narration can heal, it can also produce a
renewal of the pain and anxiety associated with the experience it narrates. Here, trauma silences the
story-teller. Secondly, there are communities that maintain a genuine culture of silence in which silence
is highly regarded and preferred over talking. Here, the flow of narrative may be rather brief or
even absent. Lastly there may be situations where the interests of a group of people would militate
against the production of stories. Here, silence is priviledged because of a political decision not to tell

anything. This may be a general strategy of defence, or it may be directly related to mistrust of the
researcher.
In relation to overproduction of narration, the following situations should be considered.
Neurotic anxieties can lead to compulsive story-telling, and mobilize vivid imagination with little
bearing on real events or experience. This overproduction can serve mechanisms of defence, and avoid
confrontation with the real issues at stake. Anthropologists have observed that some communities
appoint story-tellers to tell the researcher what the community thinks the researcher wants or needs to
hear. This involves at times the concoction of fantastic narratives, which disguise rather than reveal.
All such situations need to be carefully assessed by the researcher. Sometimes narration can
trIgger unexpected psychological responses that are not manageable by the research team. Here, as in
all research situations, ethical considerations apply.

Analysing narrative interviews
The narrative interview is a technique for generating stories; it is open in regard to the analytical
procedures that follow data collection. In what follows we briefly introduce three different procedures
that can assist researchers in the analysis of stories collected through the narrative interview. These are:
thematic analysis, Schütze's own proposal and structuralist analysis.
Transcription
The first step in the analysis of narratives is to reduce the data by transcribing the recorded interviews.
The level of detail of the transcriptions depends on the aims of the study. How far transcription involves
elements beyond the mere words used varies according to what is required for the research.
Paralinguistic features, such as voice tone or pauses, are transcribed in order to study the rendering of
stories not only by content but also by rhetorical form. Transcribing, boring as it is, is useful for getting
a good grasp of the material, and as monotonous as the process of transcribing may be, it opens up a
flow of ideas for interpreting the text. It is strongly recommended that researchers do at least some
transcriptions themselves, as it is actually the first step of analysis. If the transcript is given to
somebody else, especially in a commercial contract, care needs to be taken to ensure the quality of the
transcription. Commercial transcription for marketing purposes is often well below the quality that is
needed when the use of particular languages is an issue for analysis.
Schütze’s proposal
Schütze (1977; 1983) proposes six steps for analysing narratives. The first is a detailed and high-quality
transcription of the verbal material. The second step involves separating the text into indexical and nonindexical material. Indexical statements have a concrete reference to 'who did what, when, where and
why', while non-indexical statements go beyond the events and express values, judgements and any
other form of generalized 'life wisdom'. Non-indexical statements can be of two kinds: descriptive, and
argumentative. Descriptions refer to how events are felt and experienced, to the values and opinions
attached to them, and to the usual and the ordinary. Argumentation refers to the legitimization of what
is not taken for granted in the story, and to reflections in terms of general theories and concepts about
the events. The third step makes use of all the indexical components of the text to analyse the ordering
of events for each individual, the outcome of which Schütze calls 'trajectories'. In the fourth step, the
Non-indexical dimensions of the text are investigated as 'knowledge analysis'. Those opinions, concepts
and general theories, reflections and separations between the usual and the unusual are the basis on
which to reconstruct operative theories. These operative theories are then compared with elements of
the narrative, as they represent the self-understanding of the informant. The fifth step comprises the
clustering of, and comparison between, individual trajectories. This leads to the last step where, often

through extreme case comparison, individual trajectories are put into context and similarities are
established. This process allows for the recognition of collective trajectories.
Thematic analysis: constructing a coding frame
A stepwise procedure of qualitative text reduction is recommended (see, for example, Mayring, 1983).
Text units are progressively reduced in two or
three rounds of serial paraphrasing. First, whole passages or paragraphs are paraphrased into summary
sentences. These sentences are further paraphrased into a few keywords. Both reductions operate with
generalization and condensation of meaning. In practice the text is arranged in three columns: the first
column contains the transcript, the second column contains the first reduction, and the third column
only contains keywords.
Out of paraphrasing, a category system is developed with which all texts may ultimately be
coded if so required. First, categories are developed for each NI, which are later collated into a coherent
overall category system for all Nis in the project. A final category system can only be stabilized through
iterating revisions. The final product constitutes an interpretation of the interviews, fusing relevance
structures of the informants and of the interviewer. The fusion of the horizons of the researchers and the
informants is reminiscent of hermeneutics.
The process of data reduction described above may lead to quantitative analysis in the sense of
classical content analysis (see Bauer, Chapter 8 in this volume). Once the text is coded, the data can
also be structured in terms of frequencies that tell who said what, who said different things and how
often. Statistical analysis for categorical data can then be applied. Cluster analysis may provide types of
narrative contents. Quantitative results can be extensively illustrated by citations from the original
narrations. Narrative perspectives of the event or problem under study can be described and classified
qualitatively and quantitatively. Analysing the content is one possible approach; another approach may
be to classify formal elements of the story.
Structuralist analysis
A structuralist analysis of narratives focuses on formal elements of narratives. The analysis operates
through a combinatorial system that includes two dimensions: one is formed by the repertoire of
possible stories, of which any given story is a selection, and the other refers to the particular
arrangements of the narrative elements. In the paradigmatic dimension we order all the possible
elements that appear in the stories: events, protagonists, bystanders, situations, beginnings, endings,
crises, moral conclusions; in the syntagmatic dimension these particular elements are arranged in a
sequence that can be compared across the narratives and related to context variables. Any particular
corpus of narratives will be mapped onto this two-dimensional structure.
Generally speaking, the analysis of narratives always involves the analysis of chronological and
non-chronological aspects of the story. Narratives are a succession of events or episodes that comprise
actors, actions, contexts and temporal locations. The narration of events and episodes displays a
chronological ordering that allows for the interpretation of how time is used by story-tellers. The nonchronological aspects of a narrative correspond to explanations and reasons found behind the events, to
the criteria involved in the selections made throughout the narrative, to the values and judgements
attached to the narration and to all the operations of the plot. To understand a story is to capture not
only how the unfolding of events is described, but also the network of relationships and meanings that
give the narrative its structure as a whole. It is the function of the plot to link episodes into a coherent
and meaningful story. It is vital, therefore, to identify the plot in the analysis of narratives.
Abell (1987; 1993) proposes a graph-theoretical representation to compare narratives. This
includes the paraphrasing of accounts into units comprising contexts, actions, forbearances and
outcomes. In a second step, graphs, linking actors, actions and outcomes in time, are constructed to
represent and to formally compare particular courses of actions. Ultimately, the method constitutes a
mathematical formalism for handling qualitative data, without recourse to statistics.

Narrative, reality, representation
There are a number of questions that can be asked about the relationship between narratives and reality,
all of them related to the connections between discourse and the world beyond it. Shall we consider
every narrative as a 'good' description of what is going on? Shall we accept every story-teller's account
as a valid one in relation to what we are investigating? And what about narratives that are obviously
detached from the reality of events? As Castoriadis (1975) once put it, while trying to describe the
Eiffel Tower, people can say either 'this is the Eiffel Tower' or 'this is my granny'. As social researchers,
we need to consider this difference.
This debate is not simple, and it involves many angles. We think it is important to refute some
recent excesses that have overstated the autonomy of narrative, text and interpretation while
undermining an objective world. Yet, we also think it is crucial to consider the expressive dimension of
every piece of narration, irrespective of its reference to what happens to be the case. In fact, narratives
themselves, even when producing distortion, are part of a world of facts; they are factual as narratives
and so should be considered. Even fantastic narrations just happen to be the case. In order to respect
both the expressive dimension of narratives (the representation of the story-teller) and the problem of
reference to a world beyond themselves (the representation of the world), we suggest the separation of
the research process into two moments, each attending to different demands. Consider the hypothetical
case in which the Eiffel Tower is described as 'granny'. If an informant produces such a description, it
is, from the point of view of social research, nevertheless the task of the interviewer to elicit the account
and render it with fidelity (Blumenfeld-Jones, 1995). In this first moment the task of the social
researcher is to listen to the narrative in a disinterested way and render it with as much detail and
consideration as possible. In fact, high fidelity in the rendering of narratives is one of the quality
indicators of the narrative interview. In this primary moment of the research process, the following
statements apply:
•
•
•
•

Narratives privilege the reality of what is experienced by story-tellers: the reality of a narrative
refers to what is real to the story-teller.
Narratives do not copy the reality of the world outside themselves: they propose particular
representations/interpretations of the world.
Narratives are not open to proof, and cannot simply be judged as true or false: they express the
truth of a point of view, of a specific location in space and time.
Narratives are always embedded in the socio-historical. The particular voice in a narrative can
only be understood in relation to a larger context: no narrative can be formulated without such a
system of referents.

This, however, is not the end of the story. The social researcher not only elicits and renders narratives
with as much fidelity and respect as they can. In the second moment, the observer needs to consider the
story of 'granny', on the one hand, and the materiality of the Eiffel Tower on the other. Here narratives
and biographies need to be situated in relation to the functions they fulfil to the story-teller and in
reference to a world beyond themselves. In this sense, for the social researcher - as a listener and an
observer - a story is always two-sided. It both represents the individual (or a collective) and refers to the
world beyond the individual. As much as we need sensitivity to the imaginations and distortions that
configure any human narrative, we also need to pay attention to the materiality of a world of objects
and others, which not rarely resist the construction of particular stories. As Eco (1992, 43) has noted in
relation to the task of interpretation, 'if there is something to be interpreted, the interpretation must
speak of something which must be found somewhere and, in some way, respected'. We believe the
same is true in non-fictional narrative.
The almost obvious question that follows from this position refers to who establishes the truth,
and how we know whether a story is loyal or distortive of events. The answer lies in the full task of the
researcher, who tries both to render the narrative with utmost fidelity (in the first moment) and to

organize additional information from different sources, to collate secondary material and to review
literature or documentation about the event being investigated. Before we enter the field we need to be
equipped with adequate materials to allow us to understand and make sense of the stories we gather.

STEPS TOWARDS A NARRATIVE INTERVIEW
1 Preparation.
2 Initiation: start recording, and present the initial topic.
3 Main narration: no questioning, only non-verbal encouragement.
4 Questioning phase: only immanent questions.
5 Concluding talk: stop recording and continue the conversation as it
comes.
6 Construct a memory protocol of 'concluding talk'.
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